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Emergency Stretchers
In a trauma department, we understand that reliable equipment is critical because it 
increases patient throughput, improves operating costs and helps keep you in control. We 
provide stretchers that work with your current staff systems and easily adapt to technology 
upgrades, so you’re always covered.

Contour Portare Contour Classic Contour Portare-X

Contour Multi-X Contour Heli-Transfer
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Contour Portare
An electric all-purpose transport and 
recovery stretcher where Modsel design 
meets budget constraints.

Features
Economical transfer trolley
E-Point steering system
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
300kg safe working load
350 - 800mm height range
Fully electric operation
150mm twin wheel castors
2135 x 815mm overall size
965mm wide top option
Dropside handrail PVC upgrade option
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification

Product Code
MPT-C-PE2
150mm Wider Top; MPT-CA-WCT
PVC Dropside upgrade; MPT-CA-CP-PPVC

Summary
Helping patients on and off a general purpose 
stretcher has never been this easy or safe with a 
design that allows the mattress base down to our 
record breaking 350mm, lower than a standard 
office chair height! 

Transport must always be considered and with our 
new E-Point system, a strong grip with the floor and 
solid, perfectly centred steer wheel ensures the 
stretcher always accurately tracks and turns. 
We are now able to bring Modsel stretcher design 
into department areas such as emergency, theatre 
and day surgery at our most affordable price ever, 
helping to meet tighter budget constraints and 
maximising the number of working units available.
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Contour Classic
The most flexible custom design platform 
available for a transport and recovery 
stretcher.

Features
Fully customisable stretcher
A variety of dropside options
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Electric and hydraulic versions available
300kg safe working load
Electric height ranges: from 440 - 810 up to 570 - 
940mm
Hydraulic height ranges: 530 - 760, 565 - 830 or 
630 - 960mm
200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th wheel steering
2135 x 815mm overall size
705 narrow and 965mm wide top options
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification

Product Code
Electric - MPT-C-CE
Hydraulic - MPT-C-CH

Summary
The most flexible platform of all our stretcher range. 
The twin column design allows for several height 
range choices - we can build in a low height range 
for patient egress care or higher height ranges for 
better equipment or surgeon access with less strain 
during procedures. 

Tailor make the Contour Classic with shorter, longer, 
narrower and wider top sizes and select from a 
range of dropside styles to suit specialised 
procedures or the patient type you are working 
with. To simply put it, there is a high level of 
customisation possible with many accessory 
mounting options and solutions.
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Contour Portare-X
An electric ultra-low electric trauma 
stretcher with totally unobstructed x-ray 
clearance.

Features
Economical trauma stretcher
E-Point steering system
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Unique InfineX unobstructed x-ray system
300kg safe working load
420 - 870mm height range
Fully electric operation
150mm twin wheel castors
2135 x 815mm overall size
965mm wide top option
Dropside handrail PVC upgrade option
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification

Product Code
MPT-C-PEX
150mm Wider Top; MPT-CA-WCT
PVC Dropside upgrade; MPT-CA-CP-PPVC

Summary
Helping patients on and off a trauma stretcher is 
safer and easier when the bed can be lowered 
down to 420mm, around the standard office chair 
height. This stretcher features our unique InfineX 
system which allows totally unobstructed head to 
toe clearance for effortless and efficient x-ray 
cassette positioning. Smoothly moving patients 
helps improve their experience and our E-Point 
steering delivers a strong grip with the floor with a 
solid, perfectly centred wheel so the stretcher 
always accurately tracks and turns. 

Emergency departments feature enough trauma. 
The Modsel x-ray stretchers are designed to be a 
reliable, cost effective performer, no matter what 
the shift brings.
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Contour Multi-X
A trauma x-ray stretcher with ability to 
custom design and build to adapt to any 
emergency system.

Features
Fully customisable x-ray trolley
A variety of dropside options
Emergency CPR backrest release
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Electric and hydraulic versions available
300kg safe working load
Electric height ranges: 545 - 915 or 625 - 995mm
Hydraulic height ranges: 630 - 860, 665 - 930 or 
730 - 1060mm
200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th wheel steering
2135 x 815mm overall size
705 narrow and 965mm wide top options
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification

Product Code
Electric - MPT-C-XE-EB
Hydraulic - MPT-C-XH

Summary
This stretcher features our unique InfneX tracking 
which allows totally unobstructed head to toe 
clearance for effortless and efficient X-Ray cassette 
positioning. 

We can help you get the most out of your expensive 
x-ray systems by building to suit the brand and 
equipment in use. Tailor make the Contour Multi-X 
with height range choices and shorter, longer, 
narrower or wider top sizes. Put safety first and 
select from a range of dropside styles to suit the 
department requirements. There is a high level of 
customisation possible on these Modsel trauma 
stretchers with many accessory mounting options 
and solutions
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Contour Heli-Transfer
A stretcher to reduce helicopter patient 
transfer effort outdoors.

Features
Flat stretcher top with tie down straps and gap 
bridge
Fully customised top surface option to suit special 
purpose
Can be supplied with or without dropsides
Standard without backrest, Emergency CPR 
backrest available
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
Electric and hydraulic versions available
300kg safe working load
Electric height ranges: 440 - 810 or 530 - 900mm
Hydraulic height ranges: 530 - 760, 565 - 830 or 
630 - 960mm
200mm castors and Ezi-Trak 5th wheel steering
2135 x 815mm overall size with 705mm narrow 
and 965mm wide top options
Choice of 7 dropside armrest/end rail colours for 
easy identification

Product Code
Electric - MPT-C-HE
Hydraulic - MPT-C-HH

Summary
Safely and easily move a helicopter stretcher across 
onto this transfer stretcher, a platform designed to 
minimise effort whilst transporting patients over 
rougher outdoor surfaces. After benefiting from the 
smooth, flat bridge that lines up with the helicopter 
floor, rapidly fasten the helicopter stretcher securely 
down with the four quick pull straps. 

Reduce the trauma to patients and babies in cribs 
and the workload for carer’s whilst transferring via 
the large diameter castors and very stable stretcher.
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